The Generation of Square Roots on a Computer with Rapid Multiplication compared with Division
By Wendy James and P. Jarratt The number of iterations of (1.1) necessary to achieve a prescribed accuracy will depend on the closeness of the initial approximation used and as the range of A is decreased, increasingly accurate initial approximations become possible. A way of reducing the infinite range (0, «> ) of A to a convenient finite interval consists in expressing A in the form a2 , } ^ a < 1, and using .a1'2 = all22b. Still more accurate initial approximations are possible if the reduced range is itself split up. '• 2. Initial Approximations. As our choice of form for Xo is limited to polynomials, we require, for some given r, the coefficients c, of
where 0 < Ni â a Ú N2. Following Kogbetliantz (1960) we may set Ni = 6(1 -px), 0 < pi < 1, Nt « 6(1 + Pi), 0 < pu < 1, and a = 6(1 + u),
-pi ^ « á P¡,so that u is within ( -1, 1), and approximate to a~w by a polynomial Fiu) having r undetermined coefficients. We have a ~w = 6_1/2(1 + u)~*'2 = Sr-oWjW*, where w{ = (6_1/2/i!)( -£),-1(l-2 • • • 2i -1) and if now we let ]C?-oW,-tt' -Fiu) = urGiu), Giu) = ]|Cr-o0iw\ *nen *he relative error i?(w) of the approximation is Eiu) = uGiu)/a~12 = 61/2(1 + u)ll2uGiu). It is easy to verify that gi+i/9i ~> ~ 1 rapidly as i increases and hence, to good accuracy, Giu) ~ go(l + m)_1, where g0 = (b-m/r\)(-i)T~1(l-2
• • • 2r -1). Hence 1?(m) = Cwr(l + ii)_12, C constant, and we find that Eiu) has maximum modulus at m = -pi,u = p2. Writing K as the error bound of the approximation, K is minimised when \Ei-px)\ = | i3(p0| = K, and from the equations (1 + p2)/(l -p,) = N2/Nx,pxr/(l -Pi)"2 -P27(l + P*)m, K -Cp*7(l + P*)1'2, we can determine px, p2 and Ä" and hence 6 and the coefficients of Fiu). However, ä simple modification to the procedure will give improved approximations. Taking first the case where Fiu) is a polynomial of odd degree, K is a minimum when Ei -pi) = Eip2) = K and also í?(m) has constant sign in ( -1,1) since ¿7(0) = 0. If then we write Exiu) -Eiu) -K/2, we have
and by taking Fi(u) = Fiu) + Kam/2 ~ F(u)(\ + K/2), K2 being assumed negligible, the maximum error will be reduced to K/2. If, however, Fiu) is of even degree r -1, the possibility of improvement depends on r and the range iNi, N2). Now K is minimised when -Ei-pi) = Eip2) = K and if we take Eiiu) = Eiu) -Ku/2px, then Exi~px) = -K/2 and | Si(«)| < K/2, for -Pi < u ^ Pi ■ Also Exiu) = (a-"2 -F(w) -Ko7m/2px)/a~112 and we have
However, Fi(«) is a polynomial of degree r and hence neglecting the term in u gives Ftiu)
Thus F2(w) will generate more accurate approximations than Fiu) provided that Wr-ipi /pxF2ip2) is sufficiently small. A third method for obtaining best possible approximations (Eve, 1963) consists in applying a theorem of Chebyshev (Achieser, 1956 ). Writing e0 = (r0 -a~m)/a~m, we require the coefficients c¿ in (2.1) so that in (iV\ , N2) we minimise Max | e01. If the c, are chosen such that *0 vanishes at r points in ( A/i, N2), it follows that e0 has r -1 stationary values S{, where Ni < Si < St • • • < Sr-x < Ni, and by setting (2.2) eo(Nx) = -eoiSx) = e,iS2) =-= (-1)^(5,.,) = (-l)V^), we obtain r equations from which the c¿ may be calculated. The relative errors of approximations found by this approach turn out in practice to be about a quarter of those of Kogbetliantz's method and about half those resulting from the modified procedure. However, the application of (2.2) leads, for r > 1, to a system of nonlinear equations and, for r^3, the computational labour involved in their solution is heavy. Consequently, since the modified Kogbetliantz method is simple to apply, especially when r is even, a decision on which technique to adopt will depend on the accuracy requirements of the approximation under consideration.
3. Sub-Division of (A/i, Ni). If the error bound K of a particular initial approximation is too large, it may be reduced either by increasing the degree of the approximating polynomial or by a division of the range. However, from the form of ( 1.1 ) and the fact that its relative errors satisfy í"+i = -e"2(é" + 3)/2, it is clearly uneconomic to use polynomials of greater degree than a cubic. Hence, in a number of cases, we must sub-divide (Nx, N2) and it can readily be shown that if the range is split up into M intervals, Ni < di • • • < dU-i < N2, then for the maximum error over the whole range to be minimised, the d, must satisfy dx = DNX, d, = D2Nx, ■■ , dM-x = DM~lNx, Nt = DMNx, this result being independent of the method of approximation used. Hence for the interval (.25, 1), the sub-divisions Table 2 Coefficients for Approximations Given in Table 1 Form of Initial will be a" < aM~l ■ • ■ < a < 1 with a -(.25)1"*. If now we approximate in (a, 1) by (2.1) it is easy to prove that the corresponding approximation in (a'+1, a3) is given by (3.1) XoU) = £ C,<l/a)*°*HMV. 4 . Results. So that numbers remained fractional during computation, it was necessary to rewrite (1.1) in the form (4.1) y«+x = 2y«i\ -ay2) with Lim y« = %a~~m.
n-»oo
Linear and quadratic approximations were íhen found using the Chebyshev method but for cubic approximations it was much simpler to use the modified Kogbetliantz approach. However, it was evident from our results that use of the best possible cubic would not have decreased the number of iterations of (4.1) required. In assessing the best approximation for a particular case, we have given most weight to minimising the total number of multiplications, at the same time restricting the number of intervals to a reasonable total. As in many cases final accuracies were obtained which were better than the target bounds set, it was possible to simplify 2/o at the expense of this excess accuracy by replacing the first multiplication in the evaluation of y0 by a series of shifts. These results have been given wherever they seemed of value. In Table 1 , the first entry for each specified final accuracy shows the form of approximation which offers the most rapid evaluation of square root, assuming shifting is faster than multiplication. If this is not so, these approximations may not be the best and hence where an approximation which uses shifts yields the fewest number of multiplications, both the modified and unmodified forms have been given. The "Operations" column in Table 1 gives the total number of multiplications involved in forming the approximation and carrying out the iterations together with S where shifts are also needed in obtaining the initial approximation. The coefficients of the approximations described in Table 1 are given in Table 2 . For unmodified approximations, only results for (a, 1) have been quoted since the coefficients for the other sections of the range may be readily computed from (3.1)
